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BASIC Srt!D'f 0J1 BIGII PDP'OIOOUICB IIIA!r PUMP SYSn:MS ACCOJIPAin'IHG TlfO-PBASI!l COMPitl!ISSIOJI PllOQ:SS 
It, OIAJtl, If, DIDO, A. YABS Mechanical Engineering Laboratory, AIST, MITI 1-2, Namiki, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan 
and 
'l' ,ItOBAl'JISBI Institute of Induatrial Science, University of Tokyo 7-22-1, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan 
Two-phase compression heat pump cyclaa have been studied from the theoretical point of oycla analysis to· clarify the optimiUII liquid injection conditions aa a first and basic step for developing the higher performance high temperature heat pump systems, whioh raoover the heat from a 1S0°C heat source .nd supply J00°C temperature thermal output. 
In the case where the workll>g fluid ia water, the COP is improved by utilizing two-phase oompression process and there exists an optimUm gas-liquid ratio which brings the maximiUII value of COP. 
Two-phase injeotion oycla, in whi~h the liquid partially extracted from the outlet of the condenser and the gas separated in the economizer are injected into a intermediate point of the comprea11ion proceaa, can effactively improve the COP and reduce the discharge superheat. 
aeat pump syster~~e have a noticeable affect on anergy conservation. Though they are coming into wide use for industrial heat raeovery systems their output temperature is limited to approximately 120°e [1]. The high temperature proeeaa heat (JOO"e or more) i" cOI!alOn and in great demand for industry, and is usually supplied by boilers. If heat pump systems which can supply such high temperature output heat are developed and come into wide usa, they will have mQCh effect on energy conservation and will contribute toward overcoming current global environmental problems. 
Water is suitable as the working fluid for high temperature oompression heat pumps because of its thermal stability. Technology to treat high pressure/temperature steam has progreesed in the field of eteam power ..quipmant. with foundations in thi" technology, if the moat appropriate cycle" are utilized, we will be able to develop high temperature steam compre8sion heat purllps with high performance. As ia well known, adiabatic eanpre:I!Uiion of steam from a saturated c:ondi.tion induces a material degree of discharge Sluperheat, and it brings about problema in heat pumps, i.e., it causes not only the coefficient of performance (COP) to be reduced, but ~n some cases operation itself to be impoeaible. Sor~~e steam recompression heat pumps (2], which are some the highest temperature heat pumps used in industrial fields, and a test plant for a J00°c output heat pump [3], which is the one being developed under the Japanese national R&D project "Super aeat Pump Energy Accumulation sy,tem" [4), use water as the working tluid and control the discharge temperature by coolant water injection into the compression process. This two-phase compression proceae is a kay technology in realizing high temperature compression heat pumps. 
Though the heat pump cycle using the two-phase compression process is not a novel idea, there are faw systematic ~tudieg on clarifyinq ita optimum condition$. BecaQse, the two-phase compression process have no or little good effect on conventional heat pumps which use common CFC, acFc refrigerants [5) and it tends to oause decreasing of compressor performanoe [6J. 
This paper considers a high temperature heat pwnp recovering heat from a 1so0c he!at source (matching with output temperature of heat pumps actualized in the industrial fields these days) and producing 300°C heat (matching the l:loi.lers) • Two-phase 
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compression heat pump cycle is ~tudied from the theo~etical point of cycle analysis to 
clarify its potentiality on increasing the COP and the optimum conditiona of ba~ic 
liquid injection cycles. Ihe~e, two-phase comp~ession p~ocess is assumed to be quasi-
static. 
cycle analyaes ~e baaed on the thermcphysical p~opa~ties of real workinq tluids 
[7,6,9]. 
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Cgndition To Incre~ae COP 
For wo~king fluids to increase the deg~ee of supe~heat by adiabatic compression, 
the most basic heat pump cycle by single stage two-phase compreesion is considered 
(cycle: 1-2-6-3-4-1 in Figure 1)- The wet fluid from an inte~ediate point of the 
evaporation procesa ia led to the compressor and compreesed adiabatically with the vapor 
phase and liquid phase in equilibrium. The compresso~ suction wetness is represented 
by m1, and the comp~eseion pow
er par unit working fluid mass flow rate is indicated by 
the area: l-2-6-3-s3-s4-4-l in Figure 1. 
The COP of this cycle is smaller than that of the Carnot heat pump cycle for 
followinq reasons. One ia the influence of the irreve~sible ~hange at the expansion 
valva (area Az 3-s3-:a,-7-3 in Figur• 1), &nd the other ia the supa~hea
t of the 
oompreseed fluid (area a: 6-8-2-6). AS m1 increases, the influence of A becomes 
~slatively large~, and that of a becomes smaller. Therefore, the effect of the two-
phaae co111p~ession procese depends on the properties of tha working' fluids and 
temperature range where the heat pumps operate. 
oenoting heat input and output pe~ unit working fluid mass flow rate by qL and q8 
respeet1vely, wA can write the following expreseiona in the =ase of O<m1<m6 , 
qL" (s1-s4)TL (1
) rl qB., (s6-s3 )T8 + TP=PB ds (2) 
"6 
coP " q11 1 (q8-qL) (3) 
F~om these expressions, we can obtain the next crite~ion of increasinq the COP by 
two-phase comprassion as a necessary and aufficiant condition for the existence ot s 1 
which qives the maximum COP value satisfying s 6<s1<s01 , 
(4) 
&quation (4) means 
area A < area: 6-02-9-7-6 ( 5) 
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and the coP takas the maximum value when the m1 satisfies 
area ~ ~ area: 6-2-10-7-6 (6) 
under this condition, the COP corresponds to that of the carnot cycle operating between 
temperatures TL and r 2 • Figur• 2 shows the c:h&nqe of COl' with the value of nr1 in the case whal:'e the working fluid is water; the he&t source temperature" are 150, 200, 2508 C; and the output 
temperature ia 300°C. Here, the COP are expressed in the quantities standardized in 
each case by the COl'o that is the COl' when m1 ie 0. The COPo is 2.93, 4.52, 9.74, where the heat source temperature is 150, 200, 2S0°c respectively. 
To compare with the c:aae of water, Figure• 3 and 4 show the ch&nge of COP with the 
value <>f m1 where the working fluid is R22 and R502 respectively. The heat source temperatures and output temperatures in Figul:'e• l and 4 have been chosen to be almost 
the same temperatures as in Figure 2 when they are e><pi'Gseed by the reduced 
dimensionless temperature standardized by the temperatures at the critical points of 
each working fluid. 
Figure 5 shows the change of discharge temperatura with the value of m1 where the 
working fluid is watel:'. 
In the cases where water is used, the latent heat and the degree gf superheat in 
the c:ompre8aion process are relatively large, and the COP takas the maximum value with 
an optimum value of nr1 • on the other hand, in the c:asa11 of ~2 and R502, the COP doeen • t increase by two-phase compression because the influence of irreveraU:ole preesure 
drop (A in Figure 1) dominates that of superheat (Bin Figure 1). 
In the case where the working fluid is water, the heat source temperature is 150°C, 
and the output temperatura is 300°C, then the optimum auction wetness ill 14,. In this 
condition, the rate of COP improvement ie 5.2, and the discharge superheat is 60deg. 
Cgmparison With Gaa Injection <Eeonqmjwprl cycle 
F;c:onomizer cycle•, which may be coneidared ae the qae injections into the 
compression processes, are effective in improving the COP. To compare with the two-
phase compression cycles, the moat basic: economizer cycle (Figure 6) is theoretically 
studied. Figaraa 7 and 8 show the COP improvement and tha change of discharge 
temperature by the praeaure at the injection point (;%)· The temperature conditions 
of heat aource and output, and consequently, the COPo are the eame aa in the caaa of 
Figura 2. ;% is represented by a parameter z defined by the tollowinq equation, 
(7) 
Comparing Figure 7 with Figa,. on each optimum point where the COP takea the 
maximum value, we find the COP improv~nt by qae injection La about two times that by 
two-phaae compreaaion. Comparing ,.igure 8 with Pigu,. 5, the· effect to reduce tn .. 
discharge superheat of gas injection is much smaller, however. 
In gas injection cyc:lee, since the cooling effect for the vapor phase is small, the 
COP improvement decreases in the heated compresaion process aa in the compressors whoee 
adiabatic efficiency ie low. To show it quantitatively, we use a parameter Ead 
representing the degree of heating in the compression proceae. Ead is defined by the following equation, 
(8) 
where, h:zad is the discharge specific enthalpy with isentropic compression. C<>neidering 
the eompreaeora which keep the same values of sad in any compression process, we get 
Figure !I showing the COP improvement, depending on the values of Ead. !!ere, the values 
of COPo are COP when v~por is compressed f:rom a saturated condition with each Ead 
value .. 
!n the c:aee of two-phase compression, Figura 10 shows the COP improvement, depending on the values of Sad. 
Comparing Figure 10 with Figure 9, we find that the COP improvement by two-phase 
compression is maintained even in the small value of Sad, while that by gas injection is much reduced with decreasing Ead. 
Liquid Inj@gtion Intp suctign 
Isobaric Mixing Iniection 
LIQUID I!fJEC!I:IOH CYCL!: 
In the previous section, we considered the cycles where the wet fluid from an 
intermediate point of the evaporation process is led to the compressor. The cycle with 
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injecting atomized li~id into compression process (Figure 11) is much more practical 
for promoting evaporation of li~id phase and stabilizing the system operation. 
aere wa consider the cycle where the li~id from the outlet of the condenser is 
injected into the suction of the compressor. If the liquid phase is considered to be 
injected into the gas phase in the isobaric mixing process following an iso-enthalpic 
pressure drop at the atomizer, the specific enthalpy of the wet vapor after the mixing 
process h 1 is, . 
hl (1-y) hol + Y h3 




• (1-m,) ho1 + m, hs (10) 
where, y is the injection ratio, i.e., the ratio of the injection maee flow rate to the 
total mass flow rate. 
Z~ation (10) shows that the li~id injection cycle with the injection ratio y 
correeponde to the cycle shown in Figur. 1, m1 of which is m,y. Therefore, when the 
optimum suction wetneouo is m10pt in the cycle shown in Figure 1, the optimum injection 
ratio is given by the following equation, 
Y ~ m1optl•, (ll) 
Figu~ 12 show• the change of COP with the injection ratio in the case where the 
working fluid is water; the heat source temperatures are 150, 200, 250°C; and the output 
temperature is 300°C. When the heat source temperature is 1S0°c, the optimum injection 
ratio is 21\. In this condition, the rate of COP improvement ia 5.2\ and the superheat 
is 60deq. 
Effegt Ol Iniestipn Liquid Temperature 
aere we consider the case where a low temperature liquid is injected for promotion 
to cool the gas phase. The basic methods of continuously supplying the low temperature 
injection liquid in the closed cycles are: 
• cooling a part of the liquid from tha outlet of the condenser by tha heat 
exchange with the heat source, 
• extracting a part of the liquid phase aft8r a piU'tiil.l prassure drop at the 
expanaion valve. 
In both methode the temparature of the injection liquid is intermediate between 
heat aourca and output temperature•. To indicate the temperature of the injection 
liquid, we use the ~tness when the liquid expands to the evaporation pressure in the 
iso-enthalpic process, i.e. m,,. In thi• case, we obtain the following expression for 
the optimum injection ratio in the same way as Equation (11) when the mixing process 
is considered to be isobaric, 
y • m1optlm,, (12) 
The lower the temperature of the injection liquid, the smaller is the value of m4 ,. 
we can get the optimum cycle by the smaller injection ratio with the lower temperature 
of the injection liquid. 
Influgngm Of Difference In Mixing Proeese 
Injection accompanie8 mixing of two phases of the same kind of fluid but of 
different conditions. Varied mixing process brings the different conditions of the 
fluid to be compressed and have different effects on the COP. 
The power needed to mix and adiabatically compress two phases of the same kind of 
fluid is minimized wh"n the phases are mixeg in is.,ntropic . process. We can 
theoretically consider the iaentropic mixing for the most ideal case of the liquid 
injection. In this case, the values of enthalpy and entropy of the fluid after mixing 
determine th8 compression process and the compression power. 
Isochoric (constant-volume) mixing, which may be realized in ideal displacement 
compressors, includes intermediate degree of irrever~ible change between isentropic and 
isobaric mixing. A modal of isochoric mixar is shown in Figure 13. It works as the 
following. Xnitially, gas phase from the evaporator is sucked; the plate, i.e. the gate 
valve ia cloned; liquid phase from the condenser is sucked; the plate is opened and the 
two phaaee are mixed without displacement of the piston; mixed fluid is discharged into 
the compressor suction with constant pressure; all process progresses adi~atically. 
In this case, the values of specific volume and internal energy of the fluid after 
mixing are preecribed and they determine the compression process. Compression power 
is obtained as the difference in enthalpy between the discharge from the compressor and 
the total auction into the mixer. 
Figure 1' shows the change of COP with the injection ratio by aach mixing process 
mentioned above. whare, the working fluid ia water, the heat source temperatures are 
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150 and 2S0°C, a.nd the output temperature is 300°c. In the range of the injection ratio 
smaller than 20\, where liquid injection should ba practical, isobaric: mi~ing brings COP improvement whieh ie more than half the ~p~ovema~t of i8~nt~opic ~~xinq. That ~s 
noticeable when wa consider the isobaric mixing iG much easier to realize. Isochor~c 
muing improves the COP more than isobaric: mixin'i• because the evaporation of the injected liquid follows the expanaion and it works to compress the gas phaae in the 
mixing process. In the a.c~ual syateme, when the liqui~ is injected keeping higher preeaure than the gas phase, an intermediate mixin'i condition between isobaric and ieochoric mixin9' will occur and we can expect the COP improvement higher than that of isobaric: mixing, theoretically. 
OptNmum Conditions Of Liquid Iniection 
Here we consider the liquid Injection into an intermediate point of the compresaion process with isobaric: muing process. The preaeure at the injection point is Px and it is represented by the parameter x defined by Equation (7). The compression power is calculated considering the compression process divided into two stages, i.e., the pressure r~ge is from PL to P% and .from P% to P8 , and considering the masa flow rata and the initial condition of the working fluid at each stage. 
In this case, there ia the optimum injectio,. ratio which m<1kes the COP m<~ximum when the working fluid is water, in the aam•.m<~nnar a• the injection to the suction. r~gure 15 shows the COP change with the injection ratio, in the case where the x value is 0.3 -for an sxample. There, ths heat source temperatura• are 150, 200, 2S0°c, and the output temperature is 300°c. The maximum value of COP and the optimum injection ratio which bringa the maximum COP change with the change of z value aa shown in Figur• 16. There, the temperatures of the heat source and the output are 150°C and 300°C, respectively. In this temperature condition, liquid injection cyc:la ia optimiz"d when the liquid phase is injected into the point where the z value ia o.Jo with the injection ratio to be 25\, then, the rata of COP improvement is 6.3\. 
In the case where the liquid is injected into the suction, i.e., where the x value is O, the maximum COP improvamant is 5.2\ and the optimum injection ratio is 21\. Compared with the optimum injection condition mentioned ~ove, the COP improvement in 
this case is smaller by only 1.1\, with the optimum injection ratio being smaller by 4\. In addition, from the point of view of the margin in the praeaure drop at the 
atomizer and in the period of phase chan,.ing, which we did not conaider in the analysis, injection into an earlier stage of the compreeeion proceae is advia~le. In the above 
respects, the injection into the auction or at the very beginning of the compreaaion procesa is practical in actual syatema. 
Liquid injection cycles are effective to improve the COP and to avoid excessive discharge superheat, gas injection cycles, i.e. economizer cycles, are very effective to improve the COP. To utilize the effects of ~oth cycles, here, we cons~der a two-phase injection cycle (Figure 17). The liquid phaae partially extracted from the cutlet 
of the conden&&4 and the gaa phase s~parat&d in the economizer are injected into an intermediate point of the compression procaae with isobaric mixing proce9s. In the same way aa in Figure 16, we show the maximum value of COP and the optimum injection ratio changing with the x value in Figur• 18. There, the temperatures of the heat source and the output are l50°C and 300°C, respectively, the injection ratio means the ratio of the liquid injection mass flow rate to the total mass flow rate of the 
working fluid. In this temperature condition, the two-phase injection cycle is 
optimized when the liquid phase is injected into the point where the x value is 0.52, 
with the liquid injection ratio to be 27\. The rate of cop improvement is then 16\~ the gas injection ratio is 25\~ the masa flow ratio passing through the evaporator is 48\. 
CONct.USlONS 
Two-phase compression heat pump cycles have been studied from the theoretical point 
of cycle analysis to clarify the optimum liquid injection conditione as a first and ba~ic step for developing the high~r performance high temperature heat pump systems, wh~ch recover the heat from a 150 c heat source and supply 3Q0°c output heat. As conclusions, we have obtained the following; 
(1) In the case where the working fluid is water, the COP is improved by utilizing two-phase compreaaion process and there exists an optimum gas-liquid ratio which brings the 
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mazimum valua of COP. 
(2) Though the COP improvement by two-phase compression cycles is smaller than that by 
economi:er cycle in the case of isentropic compression, it does not decrease materially 
in the case of the heated compression process, and it ia very effective in reducing the 
superheat of the diacharge vapor. 
(3) When the heat source and output temperatures are 150°C and 300°C, respectively, and 
when the injection is isobaric, the moat basic two-phase compression cycle is optimized 
when the liquid phase is injected. into the intermediate point ot the compression 
process. There, the compreaaion ratio standardized by the total compression ratio is 
0.30, the injection maas flow ratio is 25,. Then, the rate of COP improvement is 6.3,. 
(4) Two-phase injection cycle, in which the liquid partially extracted from the outlet 
of the condenser and the gas separated in the economizer are injected into a 
intermediate point of the compreaaion process, can effectively improve the COP and 
reduce the discharge superheat. 
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